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Dear Mr.
M Feldman
n:
The American
A
Ban
nkers Associaation (ABA) appreciates the
t opportun
nity to comm
ment
on thee proposal off the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp
poration (FDIIC) to raise
premiuum assessmeent rates in 2009. The AB
BA works to enhance thee competitiveeness
of the nation’s ban
nking industrry and strenggthen Americca’s economyy and
comm
munities. Its members
m
– the
t majority of
o which are banks with less
l than $1225
million
n in assets – represent ovver 95 percen
nt of the induustry’s $13.3 trillion in asssets
and em
mploy over 2.2
2 million men
m and wom
men.
First and
a foremostt, our membeers understan
nd the imporrtance of havving a financiially
sound
d FDIC insurrance fund. Bank
B
premiuums have pro
ovided the en
ntire financiall
suppo
ort since the FDIC
F
was crreated 75 yeaars ago. Bankks have been
n and continuue to
be preepared to meeet their obliggation to keep
p the fund sttrong. The in
ndustry expeects
that th
he assessmen
nt schedule will
w rise in thee short run in
n order to pay for currentt
bank failures,
f
provvide reserves for the futurre, and rebuilld the fund’ss reserve ratio
o.
Since banks are ressponsible forr the fund’s financial
f
heallth, the ultim
mate cost to th
he
industtry will be virrtually the sam
me no matteer what recap
pitalization pllan is
implem
mented.

At isssue is the tim
ming of paym
yments to reb
ebuild the fu
und. In settinng premium rates,

it is crritical that thee FDIC strikke the right balance so thaat the fund caan remain strrong
withouut pulling ressources unneecessarily from
m banks thatt need them to support lo
oans
in locaal communitiies. The currrent Treasuryy Departmen
nt Capital Puurchase Progrram
highligghts the impo
ortance of maximizing
m
baank resources available fo
or lending an
nd
econo
omic growth in
i our comm
munities. ABA believes th
hat the propo
osed premium
m
rates are
a too high under
u
the cuurrent circum
mstances and we
w recommeend that the rate
r
hike sh
hould be mo
oderated. A phased-in
p
inccrease in the assessment schedule
s
oveer the
next few
fe years mayy be approprriate, consideering that thee present econ
nomic recesssion
and fin
nancial turmoil will likelyy ebb in the future.
f
We acccept and sup
pport our
obligaation to stren
ngthen FDIC resources, but
b we propo
ose doing so in
i a way thatt is
less prro-cyclical, th
hat keeps mo
ore resources available in the commun
nities for loan
ns
and otther key finan
ncial servicess.
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Our main thoughts on the proposal, which are discussed in more detail below, are as follows:
¾

The proposed rate hikes are too high – particularly in the early stages of the plan –
and do not take full advantage of the authority provided by Congress to assure
adequate resources are available for lending.

¾

Unnecessarily high premiums will restrain credit.

¾

A longer recapitalization period and slower expected deposit growth rates support a
more moderate rate increase.

¾

A phase-in approach to higher premium rates should be considered.

The proposed rate hikes are too high – particularly in the early stages of the plan – and do
not take full advantage of the authority provided by Congress to assure adequate resources
are available for lending.
Congress explicitly gave the FDIC authority to rebuild the reserve ratio to 1.15 percent within five
years in order to avoid having large premium increases reinforce an economic downturn. Moreover,
Congress provided the FDIC with additional flexibility under this authority to extend the period of
time beyond five years under extraordinary circumstances.1 There is no question that we are in
extraordinary times, so much so that the FDIC has, under a separate and unprecedented ruling,
invoked its systemic risk authority to provide further guarantees on transactions deposits and senior
unsecured debt.2
Moreover, Congress directed the FDIC when setting rates to take “into account economic
conditions generally affecting insured depository institutions so as to allow the designated reserve
ratio to increase during more favorable economic conditions and to decrease during less favorable
economic conditions, notwithstanding the increased risks of loss that may exist during such less
favorable conditions.”3 It would be hard to imagine an economic situation more in line with
congressional intent than the conditions that prevail today.
Given this explicit direction, it is particularly troubling that the assessment rates contemplated in the
proposal (for first quarter 2009 and beyond) are expected to rebuild the reserve ratio to 1.15 percent
in four years, not five. In fact, the FDIC expects the assessment income to be so large that the
reserve ratio surpasses 1.25 percent in five years. This is a very aggressive and costly plan that
does not strike the appropriate balance envisioned by Congress between rebuilding the fund and
assuring credit is available in banks’ communities. Charging high premiums is also counter to other
efforts by Congress and the Treasury to support bank liquidity and stimulate lending. Premium rates
should be substantially less than what is proposed.
Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 2005 §2108, P.L. 109-171, as reflected in Section 1817(b)(3)(E)(ii) of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. 1817(b)(3)(E)(ii)).
2 Federal Deposit Insurance Act §13(c)(4)(G), 12 U.S.C. 1823(c)(4)(G).
3 Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 2005 §2108, P.L. 109-171, as reflected in Section 1817(b)(3)(C)(ii) of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. 1817(b)(3)(C)(ii)).
1
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Unnecessarily high premiums will restrain credit.
The FDIC proposes to raise the existing assessment schedule by seven basis points. This means that
healthy banks (Category I) that are well-capitalized and have CAMELS ratings of 1 or 2 will pay
between 12 and 14 basis points for the first quarter of 2009. The FDIC expects the average
premium assessment rate across the industry to be 13½ basis points, which would raise over $2½
billion in the first quarter alone and over $10 billion for all of 2009. Interest income on the fund
balance is expected to add another $1½ billion or so.
This represents a huge increase, more than doubling current premiums.4 This will have a significant
impact on bank earnings and, more importantly, the ability of healthy banks to make loans. The
FDIC estimates that the premium cost alone will mean a hit to industry earnings of 5.6 percent.
Given current market conditions, with declining bank earnings, this number will clearly be greater in
the third quarter and most economic forecasts see no improvements until the second half of 2009.
Paying excess premiums takes resources out of banks and their communities at the very time in the
economic cycle when credit availability is so critical to recovery. The impact on credit availability in
communities will be significant. Each basis point in the premium rate will cost the industry about
$760 million. Since each dollar in capital supports roughly seven dollars in bank lending and 10
dollars in bank assets, each basis point increase has the potential to reduce lending by over $5 billion
and asset growth by over $7½ billion. Paying excess premiums is certainly counter to the goal of the
Treasury’s Capital Purchase Program that provides extra capital for healthy banks to encourage
greater lending.
A longer recapitalization period and slower expected deposit growth rates support a more
moderate rate increase.
If the FDIC were to make full use of the five-year timeframe to build the fund to 1.15 percent, the
premium rate for healthy banks would be more than a full basis point lower than proposed
(assuming deposits grow at
five percent).5 Moreover, if
Category I Premiums to Rebuild the Fund to 1.15 Percent
the FDIC were to use its
(Basis Points)
Annual Deposit Growth Rate
authority to extend the period
Recapitalization in:
3%
4%
5%
to six years, the Category I
9¾–11¾
10¼–12¼
10¾–12¾
premium range would be only Five Years
7½–9½
8–10
8½–10½
8½ to 10½ basis points; using Six Years
Seven Years
6–8
6½–8½
7–9
a full seven years, the range
would be 7 to 9 basis points
(see table).
4

The increase in premiums will be even greater for some banks, as higher losses have lowered their risk rating which has
resulted in higher risk-based premiums.
5 These projections are based on FDIC’s assumptions, particularly with respect to expected losses in bank failures and
growth of insured deposits, as stated in the proposal. Some assumptions were made regarding the level of reserving for
possible failures and the timing of the costs. The FDIC’s proposal also notes that the expected average assessments
after 2009 would fall by 0.9 basis points. Our modeling assumes the same reduction in rates.
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The FDIC is assuming that deposits will grow at a five percent rate over the next five years, which is
the same as the average over the last five years. Certainly, deposit flows are difficult to estimate and
the third quarter may well show stronger growth due to shifts out of the stock market into insured
deposits. However, it is difficult to imagine that insured deposits over time will grow substantially
faster than the economy, and the Congressional Budget Office predicts nominal GDP growth of 3.8
percent next year.6 The experience of the early 1990s is instructive: insured deposits actually
declined for four straight years following the 1990-91 recession. This was likely due to both the
slow economy (with slow income growth and, therefore, slow deposit growth) and the high
premiums the FDIC charged then (discouraging banks from taking on deposits).
The assumption about insured deposit growth has important implications for setting premium rates,
primarily because the level of insured deposits is the denominator of the reserve ratio. As the table
above shows, with three or four percent, rather than five percent, deposits growth, the assessment
schedule for 2009 should be even less and still meet the goal for rebuilding the FDIC reserve ratio.
Thus, rather than more than doubling premiums as proposed, it would be more reasonable to raise
the assessment schedule by two or three basis points, i.e., a 7 – 9 basis points or 8 – 10 basis points
range for the strong, Category I, banks. Raising rates by two or three basis points, instead of the
proposed seven basis points, will keep $6½ billion in banks which could support up to $45 billion in
lending.
A phase-in approach to higher premium rates should be considered.
At the very least, the FDIC should consider phasing in increases in the assessment schedule, given
the current economic recession and forecast for next year. Such a phase-in would also be consistent
with proposals for rates under a revised risk-based assessment formula for the second quarter of
2009 and beyond. As is currently contemplated, the rates for the second quarter would be 10 – 14
basis points (which we believe is also too high a level for the same reasons stated above). Moreover,
some of these banks would likely qualify for a further reduction under the proposed risk-based
formula, which could reduce rates by as much as two basis points, or a minimum eight basis point
charge. This means that the best rated banks would pay a 12 basis points premium in the first
quarter and 10 basis points – or even as low as eight basis points – in the second quarter. This
clearly is counter-intuitive and would end up imposing a much bigger cost on the healthiest banks in
this country at the very time when resources are needed most to stimulate the economy.
We recommend further that the recapitalization plan should explicitly require that premiums be
adjusted downward should the reserve ratio rise faster than expected under the plan. In a similar
vein, the recapitalization plan can flexibly raise rates should there be greater losses than expected and
the rebuilding pace slower than expected. Indeed, this flexibility supports a more limited increase in
rates since the FDIC can make adjustments later as needed. The FDIC has the ability to adjust
premiums up or down each quarter and, while it is reasonable to avoid frequent adjustments, the
Congressional Budget Office, “CBO’s Year-by-Year Forecast and Projections for Calendar Years 2008 to 2018,”
September 9, 2008 (www.cbo.gov/budget/econproj.shtml).

6
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FDIC should not wait more than two quarters if it becomes clear that the actual pace strays
materially from what is expected.
The ABA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the premium assessment schedule for the first
quarter of 2009. We stand ready to work with the FDIC to improve the rule. We also plan to file
comments at a later date on the expanded proposal on changes in the risk classification system for
determining premium assessments. Should you have questions or seek further explanation of these
recommendations, please do not hesitate to call me at 202-663-5130 or Rob Strand at 202-663-5350.
Sincerely,

James Chessen

